
GALLERY TRAIL
ACTIVITY SHEET



HELLO
ANIMAL EXPLORER

Welcome to FACT!

Follow the animal trail into the galleries and discover where they 
live. Did you know that animals live by their own rules? What 
might those rules be? Imagine if animals could talk to us. Which 
animal would you listen to?

Inside the galleries you will find videos, sounds and animals. 
Spend some time with them before looking at the clues in the 
Animal Trail. When you are ready, start your trail and answer the 
questions inside this activity sheet. There are no right or 
wrong answers! 

Now put on your thinking hat and walk with the animals!

EXPLORER NAME



ACTIVITY 1: 
AUGMENTED ANIMALS

Are you excited to meet some animals? 

TAP HERE to open a link on your phone. Stand still and look 
around you. Most of these animals are now extinct or close to 
extinction, which means soon we’ll only be able to see
them virtually. 

Which animals can you see?
How does it feel to meet an animal using a phone?
How would you communicate with the animal?
How do you think the animal would react if it saw you? 
What would you do if you saw it up close, how would you stand 
or move?

Bring the animals to the real world by taking a photo of the 
creatures in the world around you. Give it a go at FACT, outside, 
in your home or at your favourite park. 

Tag us in your pictures! @FACT_Liverpool

If you have an ARcore phone click here for a set of ARCore enabled AR animal experiences for this activity 
pack. These animals were created by WaxFreeOintment and shared on SketchFab.

https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/animals.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j_yo_y86LAHOlXXDGfiVegyXGS5eqHOOwrozzqXT5hE/edit?usp=sharing


TAP ON THE 
ANIMALS

https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/elephant.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/whale.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/ostrich.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/penguin.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/bison.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/c8cb21dbf3e61ea9431f7f965bb602c8ac139709/camel.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/camel.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/gaur.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/gemsbok.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/giraffe.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/hippo.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/kangaroo.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/kudu.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/oryx.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/c8cb21dbf3e61ea9431f7f965bb602c8ac139709/tiger.html
https://rawcdn.githack.com/factlearning/animals/871c7ce0b498343edf0f416d611d9e4777d31cd5/zebra.html


ACTIVITY 2: ANTS ARE THE DJ
GALLERY 1
 
ARTWORK: Oh!m1gas by Kuai Shen

Where do ants live?
Put on the headphones. What is making that sound?
Do you think the sound would change if the ant is sad, hungry or 
excited?
Are the ants working?
Is it ok to have the ants living in a box?

Find your favourite ant and follow it for a while, focus on what they 
do and how they move. 

Where are the ants going? How is it different from how we walk 
around the city?



ACTIVITY 3: DOWN BY THE WATER
GALLERY 1

ARTWORK: The Nereida Capsule by Ariel Guzik 

Have you ever seen the ocean? 
Would you like to go down to the deep ocean?
What animals do you think live there?
How do whales communicate?
In the film, who is playing the music coming from the instrument?

This object went to the ocean’s deepest depths and played music 
to the animals. In the film, a plant does this by using sensors that 
measure its energy. 

What song would you play for the animals under the sea? 



ACTIVITY 4: CHIMP FAMILY
GALLERY 1
 
ARTWORK: Pan troglodytes ellioti and cousins by Amalia Pica & 
Rafael Ortega 

Are the chimps a family?
How are the chimps different from your family?
Turn around, we were filming you, how do you feel?
Is it ok to film animals or do we need their permission?
How do you get permission from an animal?

They can’t hear you, but they can see you. 

What signs and gestures would you use to communicate with 
them?



ACTIVITY 5: RUNNING WITH WOLVES
GALLERY 2
 
ARTWORK: Wolves from Above by Demelza Kooij

How are you different from a wolf?
Does the wolf know you are watching?
Are all wolves the same?
What are the wolves doing?
Where are they going?

Join the wolf pack! Go into the projection and play with wolves, 
become a wolf yourself or follow them around as a human.

If you could become an animal, which animal would you become?



Front page image: Ariel Guzik, Ballenas Azules. Courtesy of the artist.

ACTIVITY 6: COMPUTER ANIMALS 
GALLERY 2
 
ARTWORK: The Substitute by Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg

Do you know the name of the animal on the screen?
Who made this animal?
Do you think this animal can feel? 
How are animals living inside computers different
from the ones in the wild?

The northern white rhinos are extinct, with only two female 
animals left. The main reason why rhinos are hunted is to cut and 
sell their horns. 

Do you know any other animals that are extinct? What would you 
say to their hunters? 

This activity sheet was created by our Learning Team. 
For more information, visit fact.co.uk/learning


